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STATEMENT ANSWER

There is not enough energy available for forgiveness or revenge yes 50

There is too much fear of the other for revenge yes 100

There is no forgiveness, only revenge yes 150

There are thoughts of revenge but a sense that it will not do any 

good in the long run
yes 301

Revenge is replaced by a desire to make the person understand 

what they did to you
yes 401

You begin to see why the person did what they did, but it still 

does not change the hurt and anger inside
yes 501

You can understand a little why the person did what they did, 

but there is still a resonance of hurt feelings that blocks true 

forgiveness

yes 541

There is some acceptance that the other person had no more 

control over what they did than you have over your feelings
yes 601

There is acceptance that the other person had no control over 

what they did based on their upbringing, karma, experiences
yes 701

There is a knowing that the other person had no control over 

what they did
yes 840

There is a compassion towards the mistakes of others yes 1000

There is levity over your own mistakes along with a compassion 

for the mistakes of others
yes 1600
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There is a knowing of how Consciousness works and great 

compassion for those who struggle with it
yes 4000

There is more understanding of how Consciousness works.  The 

compassion is replaced by ambivalence 
yes 6000

There is a beginning of true understanding of how Consciousness 

works: an understanding that you, that distinctness within 

Consciousness, are the only 'soul' within Consciousness in your 

dimension so there is no 'one' to forgive.  They are all just roles 

being played out to provide the teaching that is needed for the 

soul to grow.

yes 10,000

They are all just roles being played out within your dimension to 

provide the teaching that is needed for the soul to grow.
yes 12,000

LOC=12000

LOC=12001

There is no OTHER.  There is only me, the left hand of God which plays out the script 

written by the right hand.  No one does anything, good or bad to me because there is 

no-one else, nothing else but the right hand and the left playing out the script.  This 

life is the script written for me by my own right hand.  How can I blame my own right 

hand?  Praise for the script and the power it holds to make me see myself in the script; 

love for myself in the script; the right and left hands in celebration, in the joy of 

experiencing.


